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ABSTRACT
This thesis describes an efficient procedure for calculating three
dimensional resonant vibrations and stresses in intermediate and
high pressure turbine blade groups. This procedure is capable of
calculating all the natural frequencies, mode shapes, and bending
stresses in the tangential, axial, and coupled modes of vibration.
Simple beam theory is applied to develop a dynamic stiffness matrix.
The solutions to this matrix give the natural frequencies and mode
shapes for the blade group. Prohl's energy method is used to deter
mine the amplitude of the forced vibrations and the dynamic stresses.
A Goodman diagram fatigue criterion is applied to evaluate the proba
bility of blade group failure. Comparing this procedure's numerical
results with experimental results for a rectangular beam structure,
the largest difference for the first five tangential natural frequencies
is 1.2 percent. This method of analysis is simple and can be applied
in twenty hours. Sample calculations and results are given for a ty
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E energy. Lb. -in.
2
E modulus of elasticity. Lb. /in.
F driving force per blade, lb.
F. frequency functions
2
G shear modulus of elasticity, lb. /in.
2
g gravitational constant, in. /sec.
4
I second moment of area, in.
i,j subscripts
J torsional weight moment of inertia per station, lb.
K torsional moment of inertia for noncircular cross
4
section, in.
K resonant response factor
K stiffness ratio, (EI)b/(EI)c
K strength reduction factors
k root stiffness factor, Ib.-in./rad.
k number of nozzles per
360
L number of stations per blade
I length, in.
XI
M bending moment, in. -lb.
m number of blades per
360




q intensity of the exciting force per unit length
of blade, lb. /in.









S shear force, lb.
S fractional value of stimulus
s number of stations per cover







u deflection , in .
V,X,Y,Z displacement amplitude, in.
V angular displacement, rad.
w
3
specific weight, lb. /in.







a phase angle, rad.
a slope in y direction, rad.
6 slope in z direction, rad.
y rotation about the x axis, rad.
6 logarithmic decrement of damping
8 slope, rad.
0 angular rotation of a cambered blade, rad.
X frequency variable, in.
2
a bending stress, lb. /in.
$. frequency function groups
I. INTRODUCTION
Blading problems accounted for 14.9 percent of the forced outages
in the fossil machines and 17.0 percent of the forced outages in
nuclear machines from the year 1964 to 1973 [1]. These outages
cost the utility and customer valuable time and money. A typical
outage may cost the utility and customer $ 60,000 per day for re
placement power and $250,000 for labor and materials for the repair.
The total costs for a four week repair may exceed $2,000,000. A high
number of these blading problems are due to fatigue failures. The
fatigue failures occur in the cover, tenon, vane, tie wire, base, or
root section. The blade sections are shown in Figure 1 and a blade
group is illustrated in Figure 2.
The objective of this thesis is to provide an efficient procedure for
calculating three dimensional resonant vibrations and stresses in inter
mediate and high pressure turbine blade groups. To accomplish this
objective a procedure is developed to determine the level of the fatigue
stress and the probability of blade group failure. Therefore, if blade
group failure is likely, corrective design actions may be taken.
The method described in this thesis is simple, easy to apply, inexpen
sive, and has been shown to give accurate results. This procedure is
capable of calculating three
dimensional uncoupled or coupled resonant
vibrations and stresses. The results provide a tool for designing new
















































blade groups with covers but without lacing wires. Because of the
many variables in blade group design, manufacturing, assembly, and
operation, no method of analysis gives absolute results.
The method presented in this thesis applies simple beam theory and a
dynamic stiffness matrix to calculate the blade group natural frequencies
and mode shapes. This procedure includes force vibrations and damping
of the blade group in the calculations of the dynamic bending stresses.
The Heywood strength reduction factors and the Goodman diagram is
applied to determine the fatigue stress level and the probability of failure.
The method does require experimental data to determine the equivalent
blade root stiffness factor used in the calculations. The calculations
are performed by a computer program. The program outputs the natural
frequencies and mode shapes of the blade group and the dynamic bending
stresses at selected locations along the blade and cover. The input
parameters of the program include the mechanical properties and geom
etries of the blades and covers and the exciting force for the blade group.
Conventional structural design of steam turbine blade groups is accom
plished by two methods. The first method involves the calculation of static
stresses at given failure sites throughout the blade groups under combined
centrifugal and steam bending loads [2], The natural frequencies of the
blade group are calculated next including centrifugal stiffening. The
frequency results are plotted on a Campbell diagram. The blade group
design is then modified if necessary by tuning to avoid coincidence between
any integer multiple of the
rotational speed and any of the first six or so
natural frequencies of the blade group. The principle applied is that
non-resonant blades have low dynamic stress and will not fail by fatigue.
This procedure has been mostly successful in the design of constant speed
steam turbine blades for more than twenty years. The second method
uses shorter, stiffer blades due to their statistical success. Present
design analysis consider blade bending in two planes plus torsion. The
root section is generally considered to be built into the disk at the first
hook. Suitable root stiffness values based on test experience are used
to fine tune the natural frequency calculations. Practical blade group
tuning is often less accurate than desired due to component tolerances
and assembly techniques. Consistent tuning to avoid resonance is
difficult to accomplish for these reasons.
In cases where blade resonance is a strong possibility, such as in variable
speed or marine turbines, a dynamic stress procedure for blade groups
has been developed by Prohl and Weaver [3] and others. Dynamic
stresses calculated by this method may be evaluated against some fatigue
criterion. This method has been used in the design of high pressure and
intermediate pressure blading of large turbines. Until recently, the
input technology for non-steady blade excitation, blade group damping
and material fatigue properties has been somewhat limited. With good
excitation and material properties the dynamic stress method gives the
potential for development of superior technology- This method cannot
yet directly account for machining and assembly tolerance effects nor for
certain three dimensional stress conditions, except through the use of
design factors.
The shortcomings of present calculation procedures for high output
blading may be summarized as follows:
1. Dynamic stresses are not usually calculated because of the
above difficulties. Instead
,
blade groups are tuned to
avoid resonance.
2. The amplitude of the exciting force is not considered in tuned
blade calculations.
3. Present fatigue stress design procedures are elementary.
mainly due to the lack of material test data. Multiple loading
effects, actual stress concentration effects, size effect, and
cycles to failure are often inadequately represented. The
problem of corrosion fatigue is not fully understood and solid
design data is lacking.
4. The blade-root interface is difficult to represent effectively.
5. Test data show blade group frequency scatter is commonly between
two percent and five percent. Precise tuning is frequently not
possible.
Present detuning procedures should be considered an inadequate design
technique for future blading for the above reasons. The design of
improved blading will required practical procedures which account for
dynamic stresses and for variability of material properties in a
more accurate manner.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
One of the earliest papers on vibrations of turbine blade groups was
written by Smith [4]. Smith made a two dimensional free vibrational
analysis in the tangential direction using the dynamic stiffness matrix
method on a six and a twenty-blade group. Group frequencies and
mode shapes were determined. The blade and covers were separated
at their joints and equilibrium equations were written in terms of the
blade tip deflections and slopes. The results of the calculations were
shown on graphs in terms of three dimensionless parameters frequency
ratio, mass ratio, and rigidity ratio. The graph for the six blade group
is shown in Figure 3. This paper discussed the use of lacing wires
in turbine blade groups. Experience and mode shapes show lacing wires
have a significant effect on suppressing the second group of tangential
vibrations if the wires are inserted at the proper height. Rotor
speed has two effects on the blades; (1) the centrifugal force has a
tendency to straighten each blade along a radial line, (2) it tightens
the blade joints. No stress calculations were made. Smith's paper is
theoretical and does have design applications for the blade group
problem.
The first well-known blade group design paper was by Prohl [5].
Prohl presented a method of calculating natural frequencies, mode shapes,
and bending stresses for three
dimensional free and forced vibrations in
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the tangential and axial directions. The analysis of this paper followed
the approach of Smith [4] and is extended to consider axial and torsion
al vibrations. Prohl used a series of concentrated masses and concentra
ted inertias to represent the blade group. The blade was broken into
n stations and the mass of one cover section was added to the tip blade
section. A modified Holzer technique was used to calculate the natural
frequencies and mode shapes. This method of analysis gives all of the
tangential and axial natural frequencies and mode shapes. The blades
were considered to be inextensional, but the covers were extensional.
Shearing deformation and rotary inertia were disregarded.
Vibrational amplitude and stress at resonance are calculated by equating
the input energy to the damping energy. The input energy of the blade
group is a function of the nozzle passing force, the deflection of the
blades, and a phase angle. The damping energy is equal to twice the
logarithmic decrement times the total vibrational energy of the blade
group. The vibrational amplitude is obtained by equating the input
energy to the damping energy and solving the equation for the maximum
deflection. The bending stress at the blade root due to resonant
vibrations is determined by the following equation.




a - resonance stress
K = resonance response factor or the ability of the blade
group to accept input vibrational energy.
6 = logarithmic decrement for the given mode
S = stimulus or ratio of total exciting force per blade to driving
force
a = steam steady bending stress at the blade root
In a companion paper by Weaver and Prohl [3], Prohl's method was used
to calculate the natural frequencies, mode shapes, and stress levels for
a simple blade group. The results of the calculations for the blade group
shown in Figure 4 are illustrated in Figures 5 and 6. Figures 5 and 6
nk
also have a plot of the resonant response factor K vs where
n = order of harmonic
k = number of nozzles per
360
m = number of blades per
360
This paper discussed the design of turbine blade groups using vibra
tional stresses. Reliability of operation at all rotational speeds is the
main goal in the design of marine turbine blades. Operating records do
show that in a sample of 1000 ships the average number of problem rows
of blades was less than 0.05 percent of the total number of rows in
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associated with resonant vibrations. On constant speed turbines, it
is usually possible to avoid blades resonance by careful selection of
numbers of nozzle and blades in the respective rows. In general, this
cannot be done as easily for variable speed turbines. In these cases an
analysis of the resonant vibrational stress is required to show if the stress
is at an acceptable level.
The papers by Prohl and Weaver advanced the technology in the fields
of calculation and design of vibrational frequencies and stresses in blade
groups. In the discussion of Weaver and Prohl's paper, Wundt and Caruso
compared experimental natural frequencies with calculated natural
frequencies from Prohl's method. The correlation of 18 natural frequencies
for a six blade group was very encouraging with the largest discrepancies
being under ten percent. The tangential, axial, and torsional mode shapes
occur in groups of N where N is the number of blades. In the tangential
direction the first cantilever mode and the (N-1) fixed-supported modes
form the first group. This is shown in Figure 5 and labeled T through
Tfl . Within the fixed-supported modes the vibration patterns of the
blades alternate between odd and even symmetry. Even symmetry occurs
when the corresponding blades in either half of the group are in phase,
and odd symmetry occurs when the corresponding blades are out
of
phase.
Prohl's method is easy to program and obtain results. These authors did
a very thorough job of covering
the important factors in turbine blade
group design and their
experience shows in their assumptions, calculations,
and computer output. This was an excellent paper!
16
Ellington and McCallion [6] wrote a paper on two dimensional tangential
vibrations of laced turbine blades. The special feature of this case is
the lacing wires located only at the tip of the blade group. This
method introduces a simplification of Smith's (N + 1) matrix method where
N is the number of blades, through the application of the calculus of
Finite Differences. By this technique the (N + 1) equations are re
duced to a single non-homogenous, second order linear difference equa
tion. This equation can be solved to obtain the general solutions in
the form of separate frequency equations for (a) in-phase vibrations
of the blade group (b)anti-phase vibrations of the group. The general
solution is first obtained and the appropriate boundary conditions are
then fitted to obtain the frequency equations and mode shapes. The
frequency equations for the symmetrical and asymmetrical modes of
vibrations of a blade group are derived and discussed in this paper. The
frequencies have been shown to consist of a series of modes corresponding
to the fundamental and overtones of an end loaded cantilever. These
frequencies are interspaced by bands of modes with little or no displace
ment of lacing wires referred to as the group modes.
This method by Ellington and McCallion applies only to the special case
of a blade group with a tie wire which joins the blade tips together to
form the group. Often the blade groups have tie wires at the center or
shrouds at the end or both. The technique of this paper is good for
design guidance, but not for absolute values because of the assumption
of the blade being rigidily attached at the root. A root stiffness factor
and experimental results are not included. The paper does not include
17
any forced vibrations or stress calculations. It also ignores blade
centrifugal stiffening.
A method of analysis for a laced group of rotating exhaust blades was
developed by Deak and Baird [7]. This analysis included three
dimensional coupled tangential and axial free vibrations with root
stiffness. Both flexural and torsional motions were considered. This
method gives all of the natural frequencies and mode shapes. An
important point made in Deak and Baird's paper was that the disk
effect and centrifugal stiffening effects are very important in long
exhaust blades. Blade to blade coupling does occur through the
lacing wires. The analysis did not include damping, forced vibrations,
or resonant stresses, and the blades did not have covers, but this
could be added.
The frequencies calculated by this method were compared to experimental
results with good correlation. Some judgement was required to define the
effective point of blade fixity in the disk rim and the effective lacing
wire constraints. The complicated root of the blade was replaced by an
equivalent beam encasement.
The vibrations of exhaust blades were tested statically, and also in a
rotating rig. In the static
test the blade group was excited magnetically
while the frequencies are noted and mode shape identified. In the rotating
rig the frequencies were
obtained by piezoelectric crystals attached to the
blades and the signals brought out through slip rings.
18
Rieger and McCallion [8] presented a paper on two dimensional free,
undamped tangential vibrations of frame structures. This work is on
single-story multi-bay frameworks which represents a simplified geometry
of a turbine blade group. The method employed by Rieger and McCallion
separated the portal frame at the intersection of the horizontal and
vertical members. Equilibrium force and moment equations are written
for the intersections. These equations are in terms of the deflections
and slopes at the end of the framework members. These equations were
used to develop a dynamic stiffness matrix which was solved for the
natural frequencies and mode shapes. This method is the basis of the
author's thesis.
Rieger and McCallion's paper did include important information on blade
groups. The effects of the blade/cover mass ratio, stiffness ratio, and
length ratio between the blades and covers were shown. The computer
output of the frequencies and mode shapes were compared to experimental
results with excellent agreement. The effect of root stiffness was included
in the computer program but stress calculations were not included in this
method. The method was applied to a simple geometry, but this paper
showed accurate results can be achieved if the input parameters are
accurately described.
An advantage of this method is the parameters
are simple to input and the results are quickly calculated.
The paper by Fleeting and Coats [9] is
an excellent example of using
theory to solve an existing
problem. This analysis involved calculating
the three dimensional forced vibrations and stresses in the high pressure
turbines of the R.M.S. "Queen Elizabeth II", a luxury oceanliner. The
19
natural frequencies, mode shapes, and stresses were calculated by a
method first proposed by Smith [4] in 1937 and expanded by Prohl [5]
in 1958. This method as described earlier involves a dynamic stiffness
matrix developed from the equilibrium equations of the blades and covers.
The blades are divided into a number of stations, as described previously.
Both of the high pressure turbines on the R.M.S. "Queen Elizabeth
II"
had broken blades on the proving voyage. A thorough investigation
was initiated to discover the causes of the blade failures. Analysis was
done on the vibrational frequencies, mode shapes, and stresses of the
rotor and blade groups. Other sources of vibrations, such as primary
pinion gear teeth contact, axial shuttling, flexible coupling effects, and
rotor sag were investigated. Figure 7 shows a Campbell diagram. This
type of diagram was used repeatedly to show the relationship between the
frequency of a particular mode of vibration and the frequency of a possible





S = vibratory stress
e = excitation fraction of the steady steam force
= 0.1
Q = dynamic magnification factor
= 100
S = steady steam bending














FIGURE 7. CAMPBELL DIAGRAM
RELATING FUNDAMENTAL TANGENTIAL
FREQUENCIES TO COUPLING AND PINIONTOOTH FREQUENCIES.
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This equation was derived from Prohl's stress equation.
The conclusions were ( 1) the primary cause of the blade failure was
due to the resonant vibrational stresses, (2) the level of the stress
was increased due to the stress concentration at the junction of the
blade aerofoil and root section, and (3) other resonant vibrations may
have contributed to the blade failures, but were not substantiated. The
blade corrections included a redesign of the blades to reduce the
resonant stresses, adding tiewires, and reducing the stress concentration.
The repeated and extensive trials over a period of service time have
shown the corrections to be successful. Evidence in the failures showed
a high probability of breakage due to the excessive amplitudes of the
fixed-supported tangential modes. This is a practical and very inform
ative paper because of the thorough job of defining, investigating, and
solving the particular blade failure problem involved.
Tuncel, Bueckner, and Koplik [10] applied diakoptics to determine blade
group frequencies. Diakoptics is a method
of uncoupling weakly dependent
systems. This paper was a two-dimensional analysis on lower order free
tangential vibrations. Better results were achieved on long slender blades
with weak coupling than short
rigid blades. This method is capable of
handling tiewires. Root stiffness, damping,
forced vibrations, and
resonant stresses were not
included. The calculated frequencies of this
method is compared to experimental data and to results from the
Prohl-
Myklestad method. The blades and covers were represented by the lumped
parameter approach which is characteristic of the Myklestad method.
Diakoptics deals with subsystems independently in the first step and
22
includes the coupling in the second step. Diakoptics along with a
method of perturbations was used to find the natural frequencies
of the blade group. This method used the natural frequencies and
mode shapes of a single blade to obtain the frequency of the blade
group. Under such circumstances, the correct representation of the
single blade is of extreme importance.
Provenzale and Skok [11] wrote a paper on a method for curing steam
turbine-blade failures. The blade analysis used generalized beam
theory. This paper presented a computer program capable of calculating
three dimensional coupled tangential and axial forced vibrations and
stresses in blade groups. The program analyzes the complete blade
including the airfoil, platform, root and span constraints. The program
is capable of simulating elastic, damped constraints at the root, tip, and
mid-span locations. This allows the program to handle root fixity and
blade to blade coupling of shrouds and tiewires. This analysis permits
a direct solution of blades subjected to aerodynamic excitation and
damping. Therefore, with proper input, the authors claim that blade
reliability can be evaluated by determining the steady and alternating
stresses during operation. The main portion of the analysis is done
an a single blade with the effects of adjacent blades being introduced
by restraints on the single blade
and a blade to blade phase angle. The
program outputs steady-state displacements, natural frequencies, mode
shapes, and dynamic stresses.
This program is not totally suited for
calculating all of the
blade group natural frequencies. The program is
best suited for exhaust blades with integral shrouds and lacing wires.
23
This paper cited several examples of the application of the program
with excellent correlation between calculated and experimental results.
Turbine design experience shows the reduction of the endurance limit
due to the effects of a corrosive environment may be substantial . A
debatable statement in this paper was pointed out in Sohre's [12]
discussion of the paper. The point in the paper was that some natural
frequencies of blades with integral tip shrouds decrease with increasing
turbine speed. Customarily, the natural frequencies increase with
increasing turbine speed. This increase is due to the straightening
of the blades and the tightening of the joints due to the increasing
centrifugal forces. Sohre also recommended using a titanium alloy over
the conventional ASTM 403 or 422 stainless steel in the stages of the
wet region of turbines. This paper comprehensively describes the
capabilities of the computer program, but little was written about the
theory or method of analysis.
Rao [13] made an analysis on turbine blade groups using Hamilton's
principle. Rao's paper is a two dimensional analysis of free vibrations
in the tangential direction . The first step is to develop the potential
and kinetic energies for the tangential motion of the blades and shrouds.
Second, Hamilton's principle is applied to derive the
differential equation
of motion and the boundary conditions. Then, these
equations are solved
to determine the natural frequencies. Rao
compared his calculated frequencies
for lower order vibrations with
frequencies calculated by Prohl's method.
The agreement was excellent. This paper did not include
stresses.
24
A complete analysis covering all the variables of the blade group
problem was presented by Rieger [14]. This paper is a three-
dimensional coupled forced vibrational analysis of the blade group
with steady and dynamic stresses using finite elements. The
main thrust of the paper is the development of the finite element
procedures for turbine blade fatigue. Some of the many topics
included are damping, disk-blade coupling, transient, centrifugal
effects, and fatigue. Specific problems in the analysis of high,
medium, and low aspect ratio blades are presented including exper
imental results. The type of element used to investigate each type
of blade is discussed.
For certain blades like low pressure steam turbine blades, Rieger
points out that it is necessary to include the influence of the
support disk structure in the analysis. The blade length, width
and shape will determine the type of element required. Turbine
blades vary from thin three dimensional curved shell structures
to three dimensional thick shell sections. Three dimensional solid
elements are necessary near the blade-disk junction especially where
disk flexibility effects are important. Root flexibility effects need
to be included in all natural frequency and dynamic stress calcula
tions of blade groups. Most analyses are in the areas of static stress
and deflection or natural frequencies and modes. Very little work
has been done with fatigue stresses. Rieger presented a complete
fatigue stress procedure which may be summarized as follows:
25
1. Calculate steady stress details for a typical single
blade and root segment.
2. Calculate natural frequencies and mode shapes of the
blade group.
3. Calculate dynamic stresses throughout blade group at
resonant frequencies.
4. Apply the described fatigue stress procedure.
Errors are introduced into the stress calculations by the blade exci
tation modeling, blade damping, fatigue strength of the materials, and
root modeling. Rieger's method is accurate and applicable, but it
is costly and laborious.
Rieger and Nowak [2] wrote a second complete and thorough paper on
fatigue stress in blade groups. This paper is a three dimensional
finite element analysis of free, forced transient, and damped vibrations.
Recent advances in flow excitation technology and electrical excitation
technology are included in the stress procedure. A Goodman diagram
fatigue criterion is used which includes static mean stress, dynamic
alternating stress, notch effect,
number of cycles, and size effect.
Sample calculations are given which demonstrate the use of the method
for typical blade group geometries. This method does include centrifugal
and steam loading of the blade and blade-rotor vibrations. A flow
chart of Rieger and Nowak's fatigue stress procedure is shown in Figure
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table data. Such calculations are presently time consuming and costly.
The following short-comings of current design practices are noted in
this paper:
1. Beam theory does not always apply.
2. Concentration factors are estimated.
3. Dynamic stresses are not usually calculated.
4. Excitation amplitude of tuned blades are rarely calculated.
5. Blade groups frequencies have a scatter of two - five percent.
6. Present natural frequency calculations are typically within
one percent




- third mode, and five
- fifteen percent in higher
modes.
7. Transient stresses are not usually calculated .
8 Goodman diagram fatigue stress procedure is not always
adequate for a stress approach.
A comparison of various techniques used for measuring blade excitation
is presented. A method using the water table hydraulic analogy is
advocated. The water table measurements are inexpensive and versatile,
but care must be taken in modeling the flow parameters. Typical damping
ratio c/c values range from 1.0 percent at 200 hertz to 0.1 percent at
c
10 kilohertz.
Two strong points of this
method are the accuracy and the elimination
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of theoretical assumptions. The paper is very concise and well written
covering all important considerations of turbine blading design. The
stress oriented approach used is good!
A paper was presented by Salama and Petyt [15] on a blade group
represented by rectangular beams. A beam finite elements method is
used in a two dimensional forced vibrational analysis of blade groups.
Longitudinal and transverse displacements are included in the tangential
vibrations. A reduction technique is used to reduce the number of
degrees of freedom. The secondary degrees of freedom to be eliminated
are the longitudinal displacements and the slopes in the transverse direc
tion. This paper shows the relationship between the natural frequency
of the blade group and the stiffness ratio, mass ratio, number of blades
in the group, size and position of the lacing wire, and rotational speed.
The dynamic response of the blade group to periodic loadings and partial
admission loading are presented. The application of the technique of
periodic structures to reduce the number of degrees of freedom is restricted
to blade groups of six or more blades because of the effect of the cover
end conditions. When exciting the blade group in the range of lower natural
frequencies, the results of the paper showed the total contribution of the
modes above the seventh did not exceed one percent of the total response.
Salama and Petyt's paper does give good information. The paper did not
include any root stiffness factor, experimental data, or stress calculations.
Since the calculations are based on simple geometries, the results are
general and only good for
guidance.
29
In conclusion there are many methods of analyzing the blade group
vibration problem. The methods range from simple beam theory to
finite elements. The accuracy, labor, cost, and capability of the
different methods vary considerably. The most important item
which controls the accuracy of the output of any given method is
the accuracy of the input parameters. The areas of exciting forces,
damping, fatigue strength, and root fixity are not well known and
need further investigation. Very few of the analyses include stress.
Areas which require technological development and research are:
1. Excitation of the blade group vibrations
2. Damping properties of the blade group
3. Material fatigue strength
The blades are subjected to one of two types of steam exciting forces.
The first is the exciting force of the passing nozzle. The second type
is due to unsymmetries in the medium flow path. Presently, the
magnitude of these exciting forces are approximated using a percentage
of the steam driving force. These approximations are from measure
ments made on similar turbines or from past experience. Studies have
been made on the damping of blade groups. Two types of damping
are present: (1) material damping due to internal friction and (2)
structural damping due to mechanical fits and joints. Measurements
on material damping are accurate, but the structural damping varies
over a large range because of manufacturing tolerances, assembly
tolerances, rotational speed, and corrosion. The value used for
30
blade group damping is approximated based on experience. Many
studies have also been made of material fatigue strength. Like
structural damping, material fatigue strength varies over a large
range. Fatigue strength is dependent on the dynamic load, static
load, number of cycles, corrosion, manufacturing tolerances,
assembly tolerances, stress concentration, elevated temperature,
three dimensional stress, material uniformity, and surface finish.
The value of the fatigue strength of a material is generally obtained
from a Goodman diagram with additional strength reduction factors
applied to this value. The three above areas have a direct influence
on the results of any stress analysis. Therefore, development and
research will result in more precise data to be inputted into the stress
analysis. More precise input will produce more accurate and reliable
stress calculations.
The development of engineering theory needs to stay in touch with
the needs of the turbine design industry. The turbine design




The following analysis applies to groups of steam turbine blades
which do not have significant taper or twist along their length.
Three-dimensional vibrations and stresses of such groups are
considered. Simple beam theory is used to develop a dynamic
stiffness matrix which relates group structural displacements to
joint moments, shears, and axial forces. The solutions to the
structure dynamic stiffness matrix gives the blade group natural
frequencies and mode shapes. Prohl's energy method [5] is then
applied to determine the amplitude of the forced vibrations of the
blade group. The dynamic stress is calculated from the vibration
al amplitudes. Blade damping is assumed to be negligible when
calculating the natural frequencies, but is considered when calcu
lating the resonant vibration and resonant stresses. The blade
group is assumed to consist of a number of identical blades equally
spaced and identical covers. The blades and covers are considered
inextensional .
BASIC EQUATIONS
To develop the basic equations the end moment, shear, and torque
equations for a simple beam must be written in terms of the end
displacements and slopes of the beam. The positive direction of










The equation of motion for free transverse vibrations of a uniform





This equation is for a beam free of axial forces. The shear and rotary
inertia effects are assumed to be negligible, and the assumption of the
Bernoulli-Euler beam apply -
By separation of variables, the following equation is a solution to
equation (1) for the normal modes of vibration.
/
-
U(x) COS ait (2)
u(x) is independent of time and has the form
u(xV AcesV + B s,n\x
"*- C cosK^x + D smhlx (3)
where
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A,B,C, and D are constant of integration and are determined from the
boundary conditions of the beam. Successive derivatives allow
equations for slope, moment, and shear to be determined .
du














The four constants in equation (3) may be determined in the general
case using the displacement and slope equations for end conditions A
and B, and the notation shown in Figure 9. The end conditions for
A and B are:








































= sin A* sinh A
F2
= cos XI' cosh XI
F3
= cos A- cosh XI -1 (12c)
Fy
= cos A- cosh A +1 (12d)
F5
= cos XI- sinh XI - sin XI- cosh A (I2e)
Fg
= cos XI- sinh A + sin A cosh XI (12f)
F = sin XI + sinh A (12g)
F = sin Xi - sinh A (12h)
Fg
= cos A + cosh A (12i)
F = cos A - cosh A (12j)
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Substituting these expressions for A,B,C, and D into the
moment and shear equations gives the generalized end moment
and shear equations. These equations were previously developed by
McCallion and Rieger [8].
JVNii -. 44 eA
-





If I a2 to3G* + fF3^ + t^^ "& cos
wt (13b)
















A general equation for displacement at any location along the blade






A general equation for the moment may also be derived by sub
stituting the values of A,B,C, and D into equation (6).








The material is assumed to follow Hooke's law and to be homogeneous
and isotropic. Displacements are considered sufficiently small so that
the response to the dynamic excitation is linearly elastic. The
positive angular displacement and torques are shown in Figure 10.
Again, by separation of variables the following equation is a solution
to equation (15) for the normal modes of vibrations.
v(x) is independent of time and has the form
(16)
(J) = C ccspx,







FIGURE 10. BEAM WITH POSITIVE ANGULAR DISPLACEMENTS AND TORQUES.
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C and D are constants of integration and are determined from the





GKUcp sin px + Dp cos pxl (19)
where K is a function of cross section [17]. Using equation (17) the
end conditions for A and B, and the notation shown in Figure 10, the
two constants of integration in equation (17) may be determined for the
generalized case. The end conditions for A are x = 0 and v = y . .
The end conditions for B are x = and v = yb> By substituting the
values of C and D into the torque equation, the following general
equations may be written.
Ta = Tp co+qn (pfl) 6j\ f p sec (pi) *$ |o?s uif (19a)
pp sec (p?) h
*~
p tofen (p$) 3J cos i (19b)
OK L -
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RESONANT TANGENTIAL VIBRATIONS AND STRESSES
To determine the resonant tangential vibrations and stresses, the
following steps must be taken.
1. Separate the blade group into simple beams.
2. Write the moment and force equations.
3. Load the dynamic stiffness matrix.
4. Determine natural frequencies and mode shapes.
5. Calculate the input and damping energies for each mode involved.
6. Solve for the maximum displacement.
7. Calculate the moments and stresses at selected locations
along the blades and covers.
Tangential vibrations have motion only in the plane of the blade group.
The principal axis of inertia of the blade is parallel to the rotor axis.
The turbine blade group is separated into individual blades and
covers so that, the general equations for moment and shear can be
applied at the joints. Figure 11 shows a blade group broken into
individual blades and covers. The vertical members are identical and
the horizontal members are identical. The blade-disk attachments are
assumed to permit slope rotation but no longitudinal or lateral movement.
The attachment is considered to have a constant slope dynamic stiffness



























(a) Typical multi-bay framework.
(b) Moment and shears at joints..
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rigid, and the angle between any two members remains at right
angles during any displacement. The length, cross-sectional area,
weight density, second moment of area, and the modulus of elasticity
may be different for the cover and blade. Therefore, the subscript
b will be used when referring to the blade parameters and c will be
used when referring to the cover parameters.
Before the moment and shear equations can be applied, it is necessary
to write the general equations with the proper end conditions for the














where A is at the blade attachment and B is at the
blade tip. k is
a root stiffness factor in
pound-inch per radian which is determined
experimentally. Setting equation (13a) equal to
equation (20c) and
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After substituting the blade end conditions and equation (21) into
equations (13b) and (13d), the following blade equations are obtained
[8]:
M6~















3 F5 + RF3
2n Fa + RF,
^XFs- + /?F3
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For the cover end conditions
(23a)
u













M & ei^'s eA








Using the notation illustrated in Figure 9
, the free body diagram
is drawn and shown in Figure 11. Writing the equilibrium equations,













* 9-bB + SMbB--[NJwy^/]c
{25(N + 1)}
where the subscripts have the following meanings:
first = joint number
second = blade or cover
third = end of member
i = 1 through N-l
Substituting equations (22) and (24) into the equilibrium equations
(25) and combining terms, it is now possible to write the dynamic
stiffness matrix. This matrix is illustrated in Figure 12. The























































































By obtaining the roots of the determinant of the coefficients for this
set of simultaneous transcendental equations in Figure 13, the natural
frequencies and mode shapes are calculated. When the determinant of
the coefficient matrix goes to zero, a natural frequency is found. The
natural frequency or eigenvalue is calculated by a predicted method
of trial and error. The brut force method is used to find when the
sign of the determinant of the coefficient matrix changes. Once this
occurs, the method of false position is used to refine the value of the
natural frequency.
Assuming a value for y, the mode shape or eigenvector can be deter
mined. This is done by deleting one of the (N + 2) equations and
solving the remaining (N + 1) nonhomogeneous equations for the re
maining (N + 1) coordinates. The equation which is dropped gives the
largest absolute value for the determinant of the coefficient matrix of
the remaining (N + 1) equations. The geometry of the mode shape is
correct, but the magnitude of the coordinates are relative values.
Applying equations (3), (6), and the relative coordinates, relative values
of displacements and moments are calculated for selected locations along
the blades and covers. A relative maximum displacement Y is deter-
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mined. The relative displacements and moments are normalized with
Y M






An energy method is applied to
calculate the magnitude of the forced
vibrations and is based on Prohl's [5] energy method. The following
assumptions are required in addition to the assumptions made for the
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frequency calculations.
1. The blade groups move at a constant speed behind a full row
of equally spaced identical nozzles.
2. Because of the non-uniform flow from a nozzle and the asymmetries
in the flow path, the blade group is subjected to an exciting
force which varies harmonically with time. The forces can be separ
ated into tangential, axial, and torsional components.
3. A condition of resonance is assumed to occur between the given
forcing function and a natural frequency of vibration of the blade
group. Under this condition of resonance only the given harmonic
of the exciting force will supply a net energy to the vibrating
system.
4. The amplitude and phase angle is assumed to be constant along the
length of the blade.
5. At resonance the input energy is completely dissipated by the
damping energy.
6. The damping of the blade group is
considered to be small, so that,
the mode shape based on no damping is valid.
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7. The total damping of the blade group can be expressed as a
function of the logarithmic decrement.
Assuming the blade group vibrates at some frequency oj, the displacements
for the blades are
Yj = Y,(>0 sin <*f (27i)
where
i = 0 through N
The blades are subjected to one of two types of steam exciting forces.
The first is the exciting force of the passing nozzles. As the blades
pass the nozzles they are subjected to a cyclic force of frequency p.
p
- Z 7f n k R (28)
where
n = order of the harmonic
k = the number of nozzles per
360
R = rotor speed (rps)
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This is illustrated graphically in Figure 13. The exciting force
acting on the blades from the passing nozzles in differential form is
dF, = ^dx sin [p(t-^p)+f>] C29D
- c\jdx. sinTp't - ,'oc 4 (p]
where
q
= intensity of the exciting force over length dx
= phase angle
a = 2tt nk/m
m = number of blades per
360
The second type of exciting force is due to un symmetries in the
medium flow path. In this case, the frequency of the exciting force
is also represented by p. The force acting on the blades from the
unsymmetries in differential form is
cjFv









FIGURE 13. EXCITING FORCES ACTING ON A BLADE GROUP.
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The tangential force spectrum for a blade in an intermediate pressure
stage test on a water table [2] is shown in Figure 14.
The energy dE supplied by the force dF. acting on a blade element of




The force and displacement is in the same direction. By substituting
equations (29i) for (30i) and the derivative of equation (27i) into
equation (31), the total energy is derived for one cycle of vibration
of the ith blade.
5 21Y
(Eg);




the condition for resonance, and integrating gives
(Es>, KqJ,Y;6ft sin(<p-i<)ix ()
The integration with respect to x is performed numerically. Summing
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where L represents the number of stations per blade. Figure 15
shows the stations of a blade and cover.
For ease of calculations it is desirable to have the values of the dis
placement in dimensions quantities. Also in this step a stimulus
factor, S, is added.
Eor ^Ym ^y3 (A*)Z] H %* S-A (<p-i*) (35)
mo j3i Ym
where
Y = maximum tangential displacement of the blade group
S = ratio of the total tangential exciting force per blade
to the tangential driving force per blade
Values of ij are calculated in the mode shape step. The ratio






The E is maximized by the following steps. The trigonometric function
in equation (35) is expanded.













FIGURE 15. STATIONS OF THE BLADE AND COVER.
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Letting w L
a = 7] T] s,rv io< (37a)
M. _L y..
T"- COS IOC (37b)
4-i 4-* Y^
1=0 i-O





Using the first and second derivatives of E with respect to p, the
















n\ 'ro -7 j_
(40)
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The energy dissipated by damping is
where ^ = logarithmic decrement
Ej
= total vibration energy of the blade group
The logarithmic decrement used in this equation represents the total
damping of the blade group. Two types of damping are present:
1. material damping due to internal friction and
2. structural damping due to mechanical fit and joints.
Aerodynamic damping is neglible for this type of blading.
The total vibrational energy for the blade group in the tangential
direction is written as the summation of the kinetic energies of all the
stations of the blades and covers. In general form









1 D i'Oj'i C
N-1 = number of covers
s = number of stations per cover
Yij = tangential displacements of the blades
Xij = tangential displacements of the covers
Setting the input energy equal to the damping energy and solving for
Ym, an equation for Y,^ is developed
s~
- [n5)
There are two main differences between the author's method and
Prohl's energy method. The author assumes a constant driving force
and phase angle along the length of the blade, whereas Prohl's energy
method allows the driving force and phase angle to be varied.
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M
Relative values of f^r ]. are calculated for selected locations along
mr
''
the blades and covers in the mode shape step. The actual values
of the moments are calculated with the following equation :
^
- l>" (ti (46)
where
M. = tangential moment
Y = maximum tanqential displacement
m
a -
Y = relative maximum tangential displacement
mr
r-
M = relative tangential moment
Using the maxmimum bending moment at the root
of the blades, Mmbr
a resonant response factor is calculated [5].
u - M"^ ?-g Va*+b*J (47)*
Ymy L^ C
To qive the stress a. at selected locations along
the blades and covers
3
J
the moment is divided by the tangential
section modulus.
>
- [*] : (48)
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The possibility of fatigue stress failure at a selected location [2] may
be evaluated by the Goodman diagram approach shown in figure 16.
The figure plots alternating stress vs. mean stress. The failure
enveloped shown is for unnotched fatigue test data obtained under
similar mean and alternating stress conditions. The effective
notched stress failure envelope is obtained using a strength reduction






K = mean strength reduction factor
m




maximum value of mean stress
nominal value of mean stress
maximum value of alternating stress
nominal value of alternating stress





K = alternating fatigue
strength factor (> 10 cycles)
tn
nominal tensile strength of material (U.T.S.)



















(B) SAMPLE FATIGUE STRENGTH CALCULATION
Material: STAINLESS STEEL














= 2918 psi (539 Hz)
FIGURE 16. HEYWOOD STRENGTH REDUCTION PROCEDURE WITH
APPLICATION TO BLADE ROOT STRESSES.
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These factors include all the major fatigue parameters. Nominal mean
stress and nominal alternating stress values at the selected location are
plotted on the Goodman diagram. The relationship between this stress
point and the failure envelope defines the possibility of fatigue failure.
If sufficient data is available, this possibility can be defined statistically.
RESONANT AXIAL VIBRATIONS AND STRESSES
The resonant axial vibrations and stresses are calculated by steps similar
to the tangential vibrations.
1. Separate the blade group into simple beams
2. Write the moment, shear and torque equations
3. Load the dynamic stiffness matrix.
4. Determine natural frequencies and mode shapes.
5. Calculate the input and damping energies for each mode involved.
6. Solve for the maximum displacement.
7. Calculate the moments and stresses at selected locations
along the blades and covers.
Axial vibrations have motion only in a plane perpendicular to the blade
group. The principal axis of inertia of the blade is perpendicular to the
rotor axis.
The explanations of some of the above steps in the following paragraphs
have been shortened due to their similarities with the tangential case. The
reader must be familiar with the tangential section before reading this section!
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Figure 17 shows the blade group separated into simple beams. The
moments, shears, and torques are also shown in this figure. The
same assumptions are made for the blades and covers in the axial
direction as for the tangential case. The equations for moment and
shear of the blade is the same as equations (22) for the tangential





Setting equation (19a) equal to equation (57b)










into equation (19b), an equation for Tg of
the blade is derived.











































The cover has the following end conditions:
















With these end conditions the general equations (13) and (19a),
and (19b) for moment, shears, and torque apply directly.
The next step is to write the equilibrium equations for the moments,
shears, and torque using the sign convection shown in figure 17.

















Tx,'^ * 0 (55 i)

















^iNbB - O (57 N)
The subscripts have the following meanings:
First = axis
Second = joint number
Third = blade or cover
Fourth = end of member
i = 1 through N-1
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Now, equations (13), ( 19a) , ( 19b) , (22) . and (53) are substituted into
the above equations. With considerable work combining terms a series
of equations are developed which are used to load the dynamic stiffness
matrix. The final equations are in terms of the coordinates and are
shown in figure 18.
With the dynamic stiffness matrix developed, the natural frequencies,
mode shapes, relative displacement, relative angular displacements, and
relative moments are calculated. The procedure used to calculate the
above items is the same as for the tangential vibrations.
The input energy is summed in the same manner as for the tangential













B = ^ ^JSzk^i + S*T*f^|
COS,OC (59 b)
i--o \-.\
Z.. = axial displacements of the blades
'J








































































































Z = maximum axial displacement in the blade group
F = axial driving force per blade
S = ratio of the total axial exciting force per blade to
the axial force per blade
S = ratio of the total exciting torque per blade to the
torque per blade
T = torque per blade
The equation for the damping energy is:







AZ *= differential axial
displacement of the covers
A? = differential angular
displacement of the covers
'J
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Differential displacement is the difference between the displacement of a
cover station and the average displacement of the complete cover.
By setting E = E . and solving for Z , the following equation is derived:




Knowing the value of Z , the bending moment at selected locations can be






The values are calculated in the mode shape step.
Zmr
Using the maximum bending
moment at the root of the blade, Mmfc)r, a





The stress a. may be







To determine if fatigue stress at a selected location may cause failure,
the Goodman diagram and Heywood's strength reduction factors are
applied. This is explained in the tangential section.
COUPLED RESONANT VIBRATIONS AND STRESSES
Coupled resonant vibrations and stresses are a third type of vibrations.
The tangential and axial motions are not independent but are coupled.
This coupling of the motions occurs when the principal axes
of inertia
of the blades are rotated with respect to the principal axes of the rotor.
This analysis is performed by calculating the moments, shears, and torques
at the end of the blades with respect to the principal axes of the blades.
These moments, shears, and torques are then transferred to the
rotor
coordinate system. The steps of the calculations are very similar to the
tangential vibrations.
1. Separate the blade group into simple beams.
2. Write the moment, shear, and torque equations.
3. Load the dynamic stiffness matrix.
4. Determine natural frequencies and mode
shapes.
5. Calculate the input and damping energies for each mode
involved.
6. Solve for the maximum displacement.
7. Calculate the moments and
stresses at selected locations
along the
blades and covers.
The explanation of some of the
above steps in the following paragraphs
has been shortened due to their
similarities with the tangential case.
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The reader must be familiar with the tangential and axial sections before
reading this section!
The blades and covers are separated as shown in figure 19. The
moments, shears, and torques are also shown in this figure. The prime
coordinate system is the blade coordinate system, and the unprimed is the
cover or rotor coordinate system.
The blade members are identical and the cover members are identical.
The blade attachment is assumed to permit rotation about all three axes
but no longitudinal or lateral motion. The attachment is considered to have
an independent dynamic stiffness factor k in each direction of rotation.
The same assumptions are made for the coupled vibrations as for the
tangential vibrations.
The equations of equilibrium for the joints are
Joint 0
Ma -T .
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Mx,'cA "MxcB ~' (66i)
M/ibB co^
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Mz'NbB Ccs6 V Mv'Nb& Sm(5
'
Mz.Nc& "O (68 N)
^/NhB Sm
~
^z'N-bB CcbQ ~"5iKJtB ^0 (69 N)
The subscripts have the following meanings:
First = axis
Second = joint number
Third = blade or cover
Fourth = end of member
i = 1 through N-1
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For three-dimensional coupled vibrations it is necessary to have
(4N + 5) equations where N is the number of bays. Presently,
(4N + 4) equations have been determined and the last equation is
obtained by considering the shears in the y-direction for the cover as
a complete unit.
S/obBcc56 + SrobB Si^e




^VNbB &m6r N w A J? <*fy
^ Jc
(70)
In order to simplfy the substitution into the above equations,
a summary
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ElX̂ ["fe^
+ V* * %"*- iuB]c.,+(13d)
>t (19a)JA. - [Ip coiin (f>$) &A 4 p SCC (pi) S&lces "S
-2k . [-p sec Cp) *a -r p coita (pO *B"1 cos WT
<19b>
By substituting these specialized equations into the equilibrium equations
for the appropriate moments, shears, and torques, new equations are
generated which are in terms of their own coordinates. The coordinates
for the blades are in their prime coordinate system and must be con
verted to the unprimed cover or rotor coordinate system. This is








With a tremendous amount of manipulation and simplification, the equil
ibrium equations are converted into a form used to fill the dynamic
stiffness matrix shown in figure 20. The final equations are in terms
of the rotor coordinate system.
By obtaining the roots of the determinant of the coefficients for
this set of simultaneous trancendental equations, the natural
frequencies, relative deflections, relative angular displacements,
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as described for the tangential case is used to calculate these values.
Next, the relative displacements calculated in the previous step is used
to determine the input energy. With coupled vibrations the input energy











L l[s'F>t + + S'T'%]
" '* l73b'
= maximum displacement in the blade group
F = tanqential driving force per blade
y
F = axial driving force per blade
T = torque per blade
ratio of the total tangential exciting force
per
blade to the tangential force per blade
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Sz
= ratio of the total axial exciting force per blade to the
axial force per blade
Sx
= ratio of the total exciting torque per blade to the torque
per blade
Y.. = tangential displacement of the blades
Z.. = axial displacements of the blade
$.. = angular displacements of the blades
The damping energy is also summed in the axial and tangential










X.. = tanqential displacements of covers
'J
AZ.. = differential axial displacements of covers
A$.. = differential angular displacements of covers
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V" " S^L C
(76)
Knowinq the value of V , the values of the bendinq moment at selecteda
m
3
locations may be calculated using the following equation.
M "' [V" Umt; (77)
M
The values of r^ are calculated in the mode shape step.
mr
Using the maximum bending moment at the root
of the blade,Mmbr. a







The stress a., may be







To determine if fatigue stress at a selected location may cause
failure, the Goodman diagram and Heywood's strength reduction
factors are applied. This is explained in the tangential section.
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IV. SAMPLE CALCULATIONS AND RESULTS
To simplify and demonstrate the theory of the three types of
vibration; tangential, axial, and coupled, a set of sample cal
culations will be performed for each case. The tangential and
axial vibrations and stresses will be calculated on a simple
rectangular beam structure. The coupled vibrations and stresses
will be calculated on an actual turbine blade group.
The tangential and axial vibrations are calculated on the bar
structure shown in figure 21. The vibrations of the same case
was performed in a paper by Rieger and McCallion [8]. The
parameter section for this structure of the author's computer
program is shown in figure 22. This computer program is for
uncoupled resonant vibrations and stresses in the tangential and
axial directions.
Looking down the list of parameters, most parameters are
self-
explanatory. Some are not and shall be explained. The logar
ithmic decrement for stainless steel type 403 is .00063 to .035 per
Lazan [19]. For this structure .02 is used. The stimulus is the
ratio of the exciting force to
the driving force of a blade. This
parameter is directional.
The next parameter to be discussed is the sectional modulus about
85
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UNCOUPLED VIBRATIONS AND STRESSES
D IMEMS I ON Z < 37 , 37 ) , Ui ( 3 ) , X ( 4 / , WA < 3 > , XA < 3 ) ,
I ZA < 37 , 37 ) , COR ( 37 ) , ZB < 37 , 37 ) , YBLA ( 200 ) , XEuA ( 200 ; ,
1 ZBLA ( 200 ) , XEL ( 200 ) , YBL ( 200 ) , YMOM (12), XMGM (12).
1 ZBL ( 200 ) , XMO ( 200 ) , YMO ( 200 ) , ZhO ( 200 ) , SECZB (11),
lZM0M<2t>> ,STRI<25) ,ANG<200> ,SECYB<11) , 5TRXU2) , S7PY< ,2\
1 XBLt. ( 200 ) , Y3L3 ( 200 ) , ZBLB ( 200 ) , ANGB ( 200 ) , SECZC < 22 ) ,
15ECXC(22) , XBLAA<200> , YBLAA(ZOO)




NUMBER OF NOZZLES PER 380 DEGREES
UN=92-
NUMBER CF BLADES PER 360 DEGREES
UB=1S2.
LGGAR I THM I C DECREMENT
DC=.02








AMPLITUDE CF DRIVING FORCE - L3/BLD Y-DIRECTIGU
AMY- 10 .
AMPLITUDE OF DRIVING FORCE - lB/ELD Z-3 IREOTIG.1-.
AMZ=5.
AMPLITUDE OF DRIVING FORCE - LE/BlD A-D.7PEC4 ION
AMA-E ,
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53.000 3 E C Y B ( 1 ) = . 0 0 3 0S 0
53.000 DO i 12 1=2,10
57
, 000 1 1 2 SECYE ( I ) - .. 0030E0
50 . 000 SECYE ( 1 1 )
-
. 00 3 0 8 0
59.000 ,C TORSIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA
BO . 000 POLE* . 43 1OE-3
SI. 000 0 LENGTH
G2.000 CB=S.0
S3. 000 C TORSIONAL HEIGHT MOMENT OF INERTIA
b'- 000
TQB~
POLE#CB/ 1 0 . #DB
03.000 C STEAM FOMENT AT THE ROOT OF THE 8LADE-






G8.000 C COVER PARAMETERS
GS.000 C SPECIFIC NEIO.-T
70.000 DC=0.2S1S3
7:. .000 C AREA
72.000 AC-. 055037
73.000 C MODULUS OF ELASTICITY
74.000 EC=23.3E+0B
7D.000 C SHEAR MODULUD OF ELASTICITY
7B.000 S.l-;RC~.l i .25Ei-0G
7 7.000 C INERTIA A POUT X-AXIS
7S.000 BXC=. 4804E-3
7S.000 C INERTIA ABOUT Z-AXTS
80.000 BZC"-. 17487E--3
81.000 C SEC7IGN MODUlLS ABOUT Z-AXI3
82.000 SECZC< 12)=. 00136
33.000 DO IZS 1-13,21
S''i .OOC 123 SECZC \ I ) = .00 1SG
85 . 000 SECZC ( 22 )
-
. 00 1 EG
83.000 C SECTION MODULUS ABOUT X-AXIS
87 . 000 SECX C ( 1 2 ) = . 0030 3
88.000 DO 130 1=13,21
89.000 130 3ECXCC I > -.00708
90.000 SECXC( 22) =.00308
9'.














105.000 3 NU^EER OF "?HE HARMONIC
10S . 0 00 HAP
~
1
107. 000 SA - ( DB tGrRC/SHRG/DC ; *-*0
108 . OOC CO
"
' 33/SHRC/3 )









CjC . : ;
HT -3.SE..0
RY =HY-!CB/ ;E3-sSYEi
RZ = !-!Z*C?./ !EO-*BZB \
(Figure 22 Continued)
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109.000 C NUMBER OF BAYS
110.000 DO 80 l-3,3
111. 000 X<1 )-.05
1 i 2.000 X (3) =.05
.1 13.000 V= ( DC*AC/EC/G ) *#0 . 25
114.000 S= ( DB-K-AB/EB/G ) **0 . 25
1 1 5.000 W< 1 >=0.0
1 i. 3 . 000 A3==L
117.000 DO 90 IA =5, 1100,5
(Figure 22 Continued)
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Y and Z axis. Generally, these values are input according to the
location shown in figure 15. For this case, the values of the section
moduli are the same for all locations about their respective axis.
The torsional moment of inertia, K, is calculated according to Roark
[17] with the following formula.
K ^ -L -2,iL
3
c
o i ? ^ i [80]
where a = long side of the bar
b = short side of the bar
10
The blade attachment factors, HY,HZ, and HA, are equal to 1. x 10
inch-pounc! oer radian which represents infinity .This means the root
rotation in all directions is zero and the root is supported rigidly.
X(1),X(3), and W(1) are constants which do not change. IA is the
frequency range in cycles per second over which the calculations are
to be performed.
The output of the computer program for the first 10 modes is shown
in figure 23. The first ten mode shapes are plotted in three dimensions
and are shown in figure 21.
The mode shapes are labeled according to the following scheme.
90
RUN
FREQUENCY (CPS) = .13405E 03
AXIAL COORDINATES
.23878E 00 .32248E 00 ,33014E 00 .25233E 00
Mim-n -Ammi -Innml \\mml





















PLOT NUMBER 1 COMPLETED
xl
FREQUENCY (CPS) = .13597E 03
TANGENTIAL COORDINATES
,104736 00 .51478E-01 .51478E-01 .10473E00 .1QO00E01





















PLOT NUMBER 2 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) * ,17S21E 03
nl%iWlthlOQm 00 ,10031E 00 .23025E 00
FIGURE >* OUTPUT OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR BAR STRUCTURE. 10 MODFS
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t537j9K0i .13289E 00 ,133Q7E 00
*,99966E 00 -,44240E 00 ,44100E 00























PLOT NuABER 3 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) .2715SE 03
AXIAL COORDINATES
.-Aim n -'Anm-n
,99808E 00 -.38303E 00




































PLOT NuABER 4 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) s ,46632E 03
AXIAL COORDINATES^ taatp nn ...aas. rtrt
.15879E 00 .11188E OO *tlH88E 00
:48145t 00 I94148*01 -,9399tE-01























PLOT NUMBER 5 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) = .57138E 03
TANGENTIAL COORDINATES
.13820E 00 -,16351E-01 -,16332E-0i -.13819E 00 .10000E 01






















FREQUENCY (CPS) a .65840E 03
TAM?f!IHl! 8SR2;?}SS8e 02 -,10983E 02 .19673E 02 .10000E 01
























PLOT NUMBER 7 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) a .80697E 03
TA2?IS?ltrl 0R2^SIflE oo ..mrn m ..w,o .iooooeoi





















PLOT NUABER 8 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) a .90991E 03
AXiAi8JS6ED00ATE?95417E-03 .93352E-03 .if|0$g
00
Milt II -:?I4iJI88 ::! 88 :W8tt 8!





















FREQUENCY (CPS) a ,98682E 03
TANGENTIAL COORDINATES
12745E 01 .13633E 01 ,13660E 01 .12762E 01 ,10000E 01




























811 511 Sil RIT RII HI KIT RIT R* RIT RIT RIT RIT RIT RIT RIT R1T RI


























BUDGET APPROVED = $
I N F O R
593^2SIGMA 9 BATCH = $
SIGMA 9 TIMESHARING a $ 397,79
CREDITS a $
TOTAL EXPENDITURES a $
.00
991,01
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DO "CI 00 "6 00 "9
(H3NIJ X
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00 'Z\ 00 "5 00 "9
(H3NI) X
"""T~



















































00 "91 00 'c
o
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00 'cl 00 "6 00 "9
(H3NI) X
































































































































































































Rj= = torsional or rotational
i = number of nodes in the blade
j = number of nodes in the blade group cover
0 thru N -1
N = number of blades in the blade group
The tangential, axial, and torsional mode shapes occur in groups of
N. This is shown in figure 5 and figure 6. In the tangential direc
tion, the first cantilever mode and the (N-1) fixed-supported modes
form the first group .
Looking at the output of the computer program for the first mode,
the first line is the natural frequency. The second line of
printout tells if the vibration is axial or tangential. The axial







Figure 17 illustrates the coordinate system. The tangential
coordinates are listed in this format.
a0 aj aN
The maximum deflection is calculated by forced vibrations. The
last printout is the maximum dynamic bending stress for a particular
station or location on the blades or covers. For this example,
the blades and covers are divided into 10 sections giving 11 stations
per blade and cover and a total of 22 stations. Figure 15 demonstrates
the stations. Station 11 is at the tip of the blade. For the first
mode, the tip of the blade has a maximum dynamic bending stress of
4850 pounds per square inch. The computer looks at the stress at
the tip of all the blades to determine the maximum stress.
Table 1 compares the calculated tangential natural frequencies of the
author's method to the calculated and measured tangential natural
frequencies of Rieger and McCallion [8]. Only the tangential natural
frequencies are compared because Rieger and McCallion did not cal
culate axial natural frequencies. The agreement of the results is
excellent. The percent differences between the two calculated
frequencies range from 0.7 to 0.9. The percent differences between
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! C COOFLtU VXtiRAIiUwS Aul) STKLSbBb
3. C
4. OIMENSIufti ZC5o,50J,w(3J,Xl4J,wAl3),AAt3J,
= . i ZA(50,bu) ,CUl5u) , Z,b C 30 , bO ) , tftiLiA U65) , XtfLAC-265) ,
b. A bLA I2bb) , XbLUbbJ . l bLl^bb) , XiiUis ( 1 2 J , Xi*iUMl,l2) ,
/. i Z c. I- 1 2 b b J , \MuC/.hb j , 4>:0(.2obJ , ^iuUbb ) .SfcXZFHll) ,
8. 1ZOmU5) r6i'K'/,C'/'.b) , Aw(.iC^obJ ,oELSbtl U ,bTKXC12) .iJ'i'Ki C A 2 j ,
9. 1 XbLb ( 2 bb J , ialtiUa-o) , ZbLbUbb) , AnGb ( 2bb) ,
CURrJ ( bO ,) ,
19- iStCZ^^J ,SKCXCc2*l,XbLAA^2b5J,ibL<AA(2bb)
r , A c
U. i- UlMt.JiiurJfa AHu ,i(\l LbS, IiMCHfcS, oKCUftDS, RALUAwS
12. C GHAVI'I A'ilO'MAL
CUHbTAMl'
H. c;=.3ttb. iciy
14. fc>l = J,14iby2b!>
15. C i^UribKh
ur-
^'JZ^Lt.S e\:.H 3bO uhUKKtb
16. U.x = 15b.
17,- C iMUMbfcV. UK HLAUKS t^brt jhu DKURt-bfa
i.8. Ub=^1.
19. c buij/Hi rii.ij.c L>bCi<Kiih>rr
20. UKC=.U2
21. C SlLiiJijUii Y-OiRcC'J'lON
22.
,
Si i/,V = .i




27. C AnPun Out. OF IJRIVifJt, FOKCii - bt./HbO t-UlRKCTiOw
'28. AwY=238,
29. C AhPljUiii>t Ur uRiVliJG FOhCb - uu/bLu Z-DlkfcCTiON
JO. A.'iZ = 3b.
,
,.
31. C AnFjjJ'ii.nJHJ OK UHiVltoc, FOKCb -
bb/ubl,' A-UlKhdiUiM
32. A(.A =0.
33. C RU1AI J.UnAL bPKKU - KAO/bMJ
34. KUTS =M).*2.*P1





37. CO =LUu(-'Mi. j
3. i>i =6lu0.uj )
39. C







4b. C muDUbuS OF tlLASl ICll'V
tb.
c..-* = 3U . c+0 n
i7. C Sutw.R huUuLUS Of KbAbi JC1.U
<*8, isn.^nsl 1 . K+Ob




ol. C l^bHTiA AyOul Z'-AXlti
52. 4ZB=.3 2u7




55. a,j bb l-2,ly








oO. Uu U * 1 = ^ # 10
6 1. 112 SbCi'uU ) = .iloi








t>5. C luM-'y fi"!
b^; c Tt^'slu";'u wbluHi
fiu,-ih,iJT
'li- Wert iLn
68 1 XL.r. =^Obr^Cb/lt'. *Db ,
59; c S'it-.HM rtu^-fciMX AT THt





7 1 1 C
72. C CJVe:<<
FAKAf-li-.lLH^




76. AU = 1 .u2 . .,..
77, c i-;uL;liLjuS UK
tLASi ILIA 1
^U = J'^ . ''^ + Ub
^ Snt'/K .-itiD JJUufj
Or'
buAS'i ic. .1 j, 1
ai)'.
S:iro=i 1 ,C+i)b
CURE 27: PARAMETER SECTION OF COMPUTER PROGRAM FOR CAMBERED BLADE GROUP
112
1. C livifclKTiA AoUJT A-AAlo
82. saC=.30ci/
83, C lnbliTl j A Ar.OJT /.,-AXlS
4. Bi.C=.0 3b'D
85. C SfcC'i'JUi-' KuiJJLUS
AbULil'
Z-AA.lt>
8b. SFCZCU 2) = ,0b94
j 7. uu 129 1 = 1 3. 21
Hd, U9 J>cCiCU) = .0b94
89. ScC.ZCl2/,i = .0b94
90. C bcCl'lOM i-'iuDuljUb AbOor /-AaIS
91. SfcCXCi U) = ./bl4
92, L'U iiU l =13,/l
93. 130 ScCXCUJ = .2bl4
94. bfcCXCl22?=.2bl4 ,
9b. C IuK^UmhLi '"l.ji-it.iV
i'
Or Inert') 1 A





:<iUwtiNT Ulr i n r rt T 1 A
loo. ,ruc=pubt*cc/i.o.*i)C
i u i . c
102. t KuOl ATI ACiK'ifc.wT F'aClUKS
- AoUU L Tt-ib AXlb
lo3, tU=b.co
104, H^, =b.r, /
105. h.L=b.0b4
10b. rt Y = .i t*Ct/ ctb*oj.'B j
107. KZ =hZ*i:b/vE*bZb)
lob. C






US. X ( 1 j = . u b
lib. V = U>C":*AC/rC/G)**0.2b
14,7. S=(uB*Ab/r_d/GJ**0.2b
118. w (,1) =o.o
1)9. a J = ij





1 ii5 . *,( 2 J =U*b, 28 3185 398
l^b. C ijA.;bUh uK CUuKrt
U7. >AC=.'*'-'K2j**0,5/bA(>*U./Jb
1^8. Y iii:= V * vJ U J
* *G . b / LUC * * u . 2 5
129. luhC = *-'(2 J*Sb
13U.
" "
131. . - - .





i)i.t r>0 i.i =5, b
5
;iL'f:jfAC/rC/G)**0.' t
; / . ^
H' 0 0
i l /b , u, c
fuH.iA'l (17,4t,l /.8)





13b. , . . .
137. i)u oi i-i= l,b
C A - u u
X(.2j=uK.tKCZ, T..O
iJ A C 2 ) =
l"
t 2 J
v /' ( J. ) = -f I 1,1
K w ( 2 ) = a (. 2 J





the same as for the tangential and axial vibrations will not be
discussed again in this case. The logarithmic decrement has
been selected to be .02. "Clockwise rotation of the blade
from the top
view"
is the amount of clockwise rotation of the
principal axes of the blade with respect to the rotor axes. The
blade airfoil areas and moments of inertia are calculated by a
numerical integration technique. The torsional moment of inertia
is calculated using a formula 15 from Roark [17].
The blade support stiffness factors; HY, HZ, and HT, are tuned
using experimental data. The frequencies of the three basic modes
of vibration; tangential, axial, and torsional, are determined by
measuring the actual blade group. The root attachment factors are
adjusted to tune the computer program to match the frequencies of
these three basic modes. This allows the computer model to be
adjusted to match the actual blade group.
The output of the computer program for the first ten modes of the
coupled blade group is presented in figure 28. These
ten mode
shapes are plotted in three dimensions in figure 29 .Modes6 through
10 have two types of mode shapes in their plots because of the coupled
vibrations.
The system coordinates of the computer output




1 ,3lo21E 04 . 1 3 b 2 4 c.
2 .49634E 04 ,3^9lbfc
3 ,40bOOE 0<* .2932bb





7 ,1356K 03 .lblSbb





11 .45802E 04 .44049fc
12 .36097E 04 ,55250b
13 .309406; 04 ,613Bbb
14 ,2377bb 04 ,6 7203c,
15 .16b05E 04 ,72073b
16 ,94^b3 03 ,74993fc
17 .22408E 03 ,75963c
18 .94296E 03 .74982E
19 .lbbl2E 04 , 72051b
20 .237 86E 04 .67171b
21 .30952E 04 .60828b
22 .38112b 04 ,54636b
PLOT NUMBER 3i COMPLEX ED
FREQUENCY (CPS) = ,7bl00E 03
SYSTEM COORDINATES
.44694E-01 .30bb9E-01 .32b08b-01 ,i2blOE-01 .30b79h-01
.44713E-01







.99B41E 00 ,1092b 01 .11427b 01 ,ll43l 01 .10903E 01
.10000E 01
























FREQUENCY (CPS) = ,88bl5E 03
S^!fS2SlE^{'A^tob93E-0, -.18347fc-02 .l29,b-02 .b0blE-u2
.10275E-01
-lioilyb'So -.13291E 00 -.4b037fc-0l U599bE-01 .13288b 00
U1589E 00 .13175E 00 ,14710b 00 .147UE Ou .13176b
00
-liiSolb 01 -,b3b0/t 00 -,2<!02bb UO ,220l4b 00 .63594b
00
.lOOuOb 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION = .U0133
LOC STRESS-TAMG, STRESS-AXIAL
1 ,95852b 03 ,67293b
04
2 ,15456b 0 .15748b 04
3 .12/88K Oh .134/3E 04
4 ,101b5E 04 .11250b 04
5 ,7b33bb 03 ,91092b 03
6 52512b 03 .pMh ){\
8 ,12080b 03 ,35137b 03
9 ,30291b Oi ,20441b 03
10
,13688 -Oi ,10247b 03
11 :b2441b 03 .2o02b 03
12 .36392K Oi ,3923/b
03
13 .298H^E Oi ,37912b
ui
14 ,2336*b 03 .359b7b y3
15 .16833E 03 .33415b
03
16 .1029UE 03 .30327b 03
17 ,3734bE Ol ,292fcbc, 03





19 03 .33343b 03
20 ,2334bE Oj .35857b 03
21 ,29861b 0 3 . 3 7 7 2 c, 03
22 .36366E 03 . 39078t 03
PLOT NUMBER 4I COMPLETE!,
FREQUENCY (CPS) = . 10b82b 04
SYSTEM COORDINATES
-.92451E 00 -,b2159E 00 -,64914b 00 -.6491BE 00 -.62160b 00
-.92452E 00
-.67809E 01
.42872E 00 ,67l8bE 00 .70665E 00 .70663E Oo .67185E 00
.42868E 00
.12978E 00 .10540E 00 .4u99uE-01 -.4101-iE-Ol -.10541E 00
-.12980E 00
.99994E 00 .I359lh 01 ,15b46b Ul ,15a46E 01 ,13592b 01
.10000E 01
MAXIMUM DEFLEO10.M = .00104
LOC STRESS-TAWG, S1RESS-AX1AL
1 ,11667b 04 ,66974b 04








5 -40036b 03 ,56509b 03
6 .15691E 03 .32892E 03
.
.56750E 03 .U142E 03
,937 7 2E Oi ,31098b 0 3
9 12599E 04 ,52555b 0 3








13 .32927E 04 ,14227b 03
14 .25349E 0% ,15211b 03
15 .17 754E 04 ,15916b 03
1? mm US Aim U
18 ,10141b 04 ,16347b 03
19 ,17754b 04 .15928b 03
20 .25349E 04 ,15229b 4
21 ,32927b 0 4 ,14251b 03
22 .40493E 04 ,13674b 03
PLOT 1MUMbEK 3 CO /ilr'LETEU
FREQUENCY (CPS) " 1462E 04
SYSTEM COOkDlWATEb




,17899b 00 90 7 5/E-02
"
-.11^ 52b 0 0
-
. 1 1 2 5 0 fc 00 .9Ub7b-u2
,17904b 00




.1243bE 00 .12<*41E 00 .299blfc 00
. 33634E Oo
.99976E 00 ,/i9262b-01
-6 32b4b oo -.63275b 00 .29477E-01
.1000OE 01
MAXIMUM1 DEFLECT 10a ;= .00049
LOC STREkS-'IAi i'-i G ,
STRESS-AXXAb
1 ,*5l97E 03 ,26968b 04
2 ,o42bE 03 ,59252b
03
3 ,51519b 03 ,46452b 03













7 .41563b 01 .45168b
02











11 ,17784b 03 ,2b02BE
03
sXFiaure 28 - Continued)
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.53001E 02 ,14699b 04
,45967E 02 ,14480b 04
,38881b 0 2 .14752b 04





.24436E 02 .15066E 04
.31707E 02 .14947E 04
.3B878E 02 .14751b 04
,45964b Oi ,14480b 0 4













FREQUENCY (CPS) = .2H&72E 04
SYSTEM COORDINATES
'i^$fc 0Q, -./Ub93b-01 -.5O810E-01 .50613E-01 .7U892E-01
-, 11407b 0 0
-.88109E-06
-.12933E-01 .28707E-01 .3o449b-Ol -.30450E-01 -.2M706E-01
12936E-01
?fli?fr W, .35394E 00 -.395b5b 00 -.39564E 00 ,3b395b 00
/ol ibb 00
-.99993E 00 .B4434F. Oo .724H6E 00 -./2489E 00 -.84432E 00
. 1O000E 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION = .00020
LOC STRESS-TANG. S j. KbSS-AXlAL
1 .50279E 03 .14065b 04
2 .64172E 03 ,24242b 03
3 .33941E 03 ,11293b 03
4 .58876E 02 ,11944b u2
i -Atim a -.mat n
7 .46479E 03 ,23413b 03
8 .477B6E Oi ,24901c 03
9 ,39337b 03 ,22465k 03
10 ,2096^E 03 ,l56b9b 03
11 .29304E Oi ,33939b 03
12 ,39035b 03 ,lb923b 04
13 .31885E 03 ,19096b 04
14 .26824E 03 .19121E 04
15 ,25109b Oi ,lb985b o4
16 ,23025b 03 .lb6blb o4
20535E 03 ,18207b 04
23026b 03 ,lb6blb 04
u nam u :isH8g n
21 , 31885b 03 .1909
22 .39036E 03 .1892
PLOT NUMriER s CUFFLbTEu
FREQUENCY (CPS) = .3964/E 04
SYSTEM COORDINATbi,
.,




16E 01 ,24927b 01 -,12969b ul -. 12970b 01 ,24926b 01
-.20/46E 01
-,24003b 01 .46B90E 00 ,16511b ol -.lbbllb 01 -,46895b 00
.24002E Ol
,99999b 00 -.29985E 01 ,2o231E 01 ./G233E 01 -,299d4t ul
,10000b 01
MAXIMUM UbKLEC'ilUN = .00046
LOC STkESS-T^iK-.. STKbSo-AxlAL
1 .3038ob 0<* ,2l040fc 04
2 ,34310b Ot ,25471b 03
3 :il952E 04 :39800E 02
4 .80284b 03 ,30327b 03







































PLOT NUMBER 6 COMPLEX Kb
FREQUENCY (CPS) s . 41616b 04
SYSTEM COORDINATES
-.29042E 01 .40316E 01 -.59213b 01 .59193E 01 -,40326b. 01
,29061b 01
-.10986E-03
-.25210E 01 ,3588oE 01 -,5ol68b 01 .56152E 01 -,35899b 01
5 H 9 'J Q
fr'
0 1
I44801E 00 UOiObE 01 -,467b9b 00 -.46660E 00 ,10313c Ol
-.44878E 00
-.99956E 00 -,/4/0bE 00 .192B5E 01 -,!9i0bE 01 .74823E 00
,10000b 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION = .OOOob
LOC STRESS-TANG. STRESS-AXIAL
1 .37654E 03 .990UE 02
2 .41600E 03 .10926E 0*2
i :iim i -.mm a
5 ,320lbE Oi ,28007c. 02
6 .44048b: 03 ,36713b 02
7 ,47044E Oi ,39686b 02
8 ,40799b 03 ,39489fc 02
9 ,26292b 03 ,34865b 02
10 .55313E 02 ,25738t 02
H -.urn 81 :iUill a
13 .26967E 03 .21190b 03
14 .27537E oj .17939k. 03
15 ,27434k. u3 .I4555t 03
16 .28591E 03 .U052fc 03
17 .29172E 03 ,74487b 02
18 ,28586b 03 .11052b 03
19 .27444k". 03 ,14553b 03
20 ,27550b Oi ,17935b 03
21 .26985E 03 .21184b 03
22 . 260 39E 03 ,24298b 03
PLOT NUMBER 7 COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) = .45749E 04
Y-198271bR00N
-Uo5b 00 ,2ubl6b Oo -,2073/t 00 ,108o3b 00
i 98474b 00
-i96174E~00 -.22716E 00 .lblbbb 00
-.lWil9E Oo .227J4E 00
;lo523b 00 .232UE 00 -,B26ilE-Ul -.b2628b-0l ,232b6b 00
-i99807hi 00 -.22009F-02 ,15474b
00 -.lbi>6ib 00 .l9644b-02
UOOOOE 01





1 .12442E 04 .97813b 93
2 .13126E 04 .11233b 03
3 .31525E 03 ,3b7b5b 02
?/iifc 0i .14986b 03
5 12163E 04 .?4251E 03
6 .1860E 04 .29741E 03
7 .16301E 04 .30701E 03
8 .13595E 04 ,26535b 03
9 .83508E 03 .19316E 03
10 .15929E 03 ,1962E 03
11 .14813E 04 ,11181b 04
12 .18467E 04 .46978b 03
13 .16281E 04 ,45319b 03
14 .13935E 04 .43545E 03
15 .113292 04 .41558E 03
16 .84243E 03 .392b3E 03
17 .52394E 03 :3b725b 03
l ?M,?3& Pi .39351E 03
19 .U353E 04 :41634E 03
20 ,13963b 04 .43626b 03
21 ,16314b 04 .45405E 03
22 .18503E 04* .47069E 03
PLOT NUMBER a COMPLETED
FREQUENCY (CPS) = -45944b 04
SYSTEM COORD IWAXES
, 96560c. 00 .23157E-01 -,634b2E 00 -.b4396E 00 .28580E-01
.1012 3 E 01
,65554b-01
.93451E 00 ,/b499E-01 -,77637b oO -.7642/E Og ,b/672b-Ol
,980/OE 00
-.4J453E 00 -,^707UE 00 -.454b4E-0l ,4l/14b-01 ,2bl84E 00
.43 3 59b 00
I95217E 00 -,92644E-01 -. 47230b 00 -,479b4E 00 -.91838E-01
.10000b 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECTIOh = .00055
LOC STRESS-TAWc. STKtSo-AXlAL
1 .40800b 04 .30079E 04
2 .42952E 04 .34179E 03
3 .10166E 04 ,10937b 03
4 ,18516E 04 .47080E 03
5 ,40illb 04 ,75799b 03
6 .52190E 04 ,92832b 03
7 .63546E 04 .95854E oi
8 .44576E 04 .83047b 03
J illlffl ii Miti 81




13 ,49517b 04 ,12296b 04
14 .43081E 04 ,U745t 04
15 ,35793b 04 .U048E 04
16 .27507E 04 .10170E 04
17 .19025E 04 ,96406b 03
18 ,28799b 04 ,10/b/b 04
19 .37533E 04 ,11678b 04
20 -45223b 04 ,12404b 04
21 ,52021b 04 . 1290b 04
22 ,59919b 04 . 13450E 04






--70424E 00 .b744bE Ol .36869b Oi. -,i694yb Ol -.5/b31b 01
."70051E 00
-.32442E-02
.21058E 00 .05524E 01 ,420o3E 01 -.421bb 01 -.65697E 01
-,2lo.->5b uO




bb6b4E 0i .35121b 01 -.35141E 01 -.5S828E 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION s ,0004b
LOC STRESS-TANG. STRbSS-AXlAL
1 .37497E 04 .14571E 0 4
I ,3928E.90320E P4 ,20/43E 0303 . 12938c 03
4 .17280E 04 ,3148 4b 0 3
5 .36794E 04 -46704b 03
6 .47195E 04 .b//14b 03
I .47339E.37601E 04 ,63897b 0304 ,64976b 03
9 .19876E 04 ,61045b 03
10 27602E
.72712E
03 .55810E 0 3
li 04 .5/136E 0 4
H
.56030E 04 ,12214b 04
,46711b 04 ,13893b 04
14 ,37031b 04 ,15103b 0 4
15 .26820E 04 ,15832b 04
16 .21008E 04 .16076b 0 4
17 .17543E 04 ,1586bb 04
18 .20982E 04 .16U2E 04
19 ,2b860E 04 .15878b 0 4
20 ,37090b 04 .15158b 04





FREQUENCY (CPS) = ,51034b 04
SYSTEM COORD 1* AT bs
-.43252E 01 -.38544E 02 .13710b 01 .l3bl/E 01 -.38532E 02
-.43240E 01
-.15125E 02
".14266E 02 -,38b44b 02 -. 10068b 0/i -,10o59 02 -.38633E 02
-.14263E 02




-.d2o22E 0<! .lolbVb 02 .J0204K 02 -.52601E 02
























FREQUENCE (CPS) = ,5 1763c 04
SYSTEh COOkDJNAlbo
( Figure 28 Continued)
LOC STRESS-TANu.
1 . 2H28 5E Oi
2 .28437E Oi






9 .1267 3E 03
.0 .40479E Oi!














PLC)T NUMbEK XX CO
120
.82899E 00 ,2633b 00 ,808o9E 00 ,bOb7E 00 .2b773E 00
.82920E 00
,6b439E oo
84J06E 00 .71123E 00 .10634E Ol .10b3bb Ol ,71066b 00
"57478E 00 ,79299b-0l ,34522c 00 -.34544E 00 --79412E-01
,57574b 00
?2n7,H 99 .15268E 00 .X0400E 01 ,10400b 01 ,lblb7E 00
.1U000E 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECT LO.\i = .00010
LOC STRESS-TANG. STHbSS-AXlAL
h 4^49fe ^ .U726E 04
2 .10620E 04 ,67701b 02
3 .16063E 03 ,164b9b 03
4 ,60844E 03 .36879E o3
5 .11534E 04 .530b4E 03
6 .14056E 04 ,63969b 03
7 ,1340bE 04 ,6889E 03
. 8 .98946E 03 .6/573E 03
9 .43426E 03 .60255E 03
10 ,20372b 03 ,47648b 03
11 .21567E 04 .21584E 04
12 .17650E 04 ,80614b 03
13 .14373E 04 ,74365b 03
14 ,10983b 04 ,6b3b9b 03
15 .744J.0E 03 ,63657c 03
16 ,515b4b 03 .67367b u3
17 .26871E 03 ,68618b 03
18 ,51592b 03 ,67387c 03
19 ,74299b 03 ,63696b 03
20 .10974E 04 ,6b290b 03
21 ,14365b 04 ,74270b Oi
22 .17646E 04 ,8u524b 03
* PLOT NUMjJEK 1.;
CUmPlEXEL'
FREQUENCY (CPS) = .54760E 04
SYSTEM COORDluATbS
-.44376E 00 -.X3304E 01 ,64425c 01 -.04044E 01 ,12b09E 01
:3}*tfE.88
I0974E 00 .44383E-02 ,24594b 01 -.243.73E OX -,22213E-01
.33467E 00
-.13249E 02 ,10926b 02 -.52938E Ol -,b416lb OT ,109b0b 02
-.13176E 02
-,89095b 00 -.X7762E 01 ,lo939b o2 -,10b7/E 02 ,lbbb9E 01
.100UUE 01
MAXIMUM DEFLECTION = ,000 0 0
LOC STKESS-TANG. STRESS-AXIAL
1 .363UE 01 . 13060b 0 2
2 .35131E Ot .83665E 0 0
3 ,33721b Oo .lbb23b OX
4 ,2 3404b Ol .37* 2 6E 01
5 ,41844b 0 1 .53854b 01
6 ,49591b Ul ,63214b 0,1
7 .46U96E 01 ,64937b 01






11 .59580E Ol , 37086b 01
12 53054E 01 . 1 8 1 2 7 E 02
13 .51208E 01 . l029b 02
14 ,48427b 01 .17859.^ 02
15 -44054E 01 . 17 57 5b 0 2
16 01 . 1 7 1 4 4 E 0 2
\l Mm 81 .mm u
19 .44302b 01 ,17588b 02
20 ,48 559b ox ,17892b o2
21 .51212E 01 .1807 9b 0 2
22 ,52923E 01 .18195b 0 2


















































































































BUDGET APPROVED a $
SIGMA 9 BATCH = $
SIGMA 9 TlME-SriARli-iG = $
CREDITS = 3
TOTAL EXPENDITURES = $
BALANCE REMAINING = $
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A comparison of the natural frequencies calculated by Stress
Technology Incorporated, Westinghouse, and the author are
listed in table 2. Stress Technology Incorporated and Westinghouse
applied a finite element method to calculate the natural frequencies.
The percentage differences range from 0 to 12 percent. The
correlation of the calculated natural frequencies are excellent
considering the calculations were performed independently by
three different people using two different concepts of analysis and
three different models on a very complicated blade group.
The variable which accounts for the largest part of the differences
is the root modeling. The blanks in table 2 indicate that the
data was not calculated.
Table 3 compares the resonance bending stresses of four modes.
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and the author. As an overview, the resonance dynamic stresses
are in the same ranges for the two different methods. This is
especially true when a person considers the variables of damping,
exciting forces, root modeling, and blade modeling. The stresses
of two of the modes agree closely, but two of the modes do not.
When the author's stresses are prorated to match the maximum dis
placement of Stress Technology Incorporated, the percentage
differences between three of the modes range from 2 to 13 percent.
This demonstrates that the modeling of the blade group by the
author and Stress Technology Incorporated is in close agreement.
The differences in the stresses is mainly related to the modeling
of the forced vibrations. A large disagreement exists for the
stress of mode 8. The mode shape from the calculations of Stress
Technology Incorporated was unexplainable.
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V. DISCUSSION
The problem of forced outages in turbomachinery has been addressed
from the standpoint of fatigue failure due to three dimensional resonant
vibrations and stresses. The method described in this thesis is simple,
easy to apply, inexpensive, and gives accurate results. An average
cost to apply the procedure is about eighteen hours of labor and $150
of computer time for the vibrations and stresses of a blade group with
chambered blades. This excludes any experimentation time and cost.
The output of the computer programs gives the fatigue bending stress
level for a given blade group exposed to a given excitation force.
The computer programs are capable of handling uncoupled or coupled
vibrations in intermediate and high pressure turbine blade groups.
The programs may be used for new designs or for failure analysis.
If the stress is above an acceptable limit for a given blade group, one
of the following solutions may be applied to reduce the stress:
1. Increase the cross section of the blades or covers at the
location of high stress.
2. The number of blades or nozzles may be changed to reduce
the blade groups acceptance of excitation energy.
3. The length or geometry of the
blades or covers may be
changed to cause a high stress mode of vibration to
occur at a
137
different frequency where the stress is lower.
1. Stress concentration factors may be reduced.
5. Tie wires may be incorporated to reduce the stress in the
fixed supported tangential modes or the fixed supported
tangential coupled modes.
Some of the above solutions are similar to the methods used in the de
tuning of blade groups. Unlike the detuning method, the above
solutions are based on fatigue bending stress instead of avoiding the
coincidence of the natural frequency with the frequency of the exciting
force .
Many variables affect the accuracy of the results from the procedure
described in this thesis sir from any procedure. The variables which









Naturally, the accuracy of any method is only as good as the input.
For the variables of exciting force, material properties, and damping,
the values used in the analysis are approximated. For some cases
experimental data can be obtained to improve the accuracy of the
approximations. Root modeling is very complicated. The effect of
the root is included in a root stiffness factor. This root stiffness factor
is varied to correlate the analytical model to the actual blade group
through the use of experimental data on the natural frequencies of the
three basic modes. The three basic modes are the first tangential, first
axial, and the first torsional. Centrifugal loading is usually handled
by increasing the calculated natural frequencies by a small percentage
factor. The centrifugal stress is combined with the steam stress and
vibrational bending stress. These are applied to the Goodman Diagram
to give the complete stress picture. Often, because of the complicated
geometries of the blade aerofoil and root sections, assumptions are made
to simplify these geometries.
A second set of variables which have a lesser effect on the accuracies







Manufacturing and assembly tolerances cause a spread in the occurence
of the natural frequencies and result in frictional damping in the blade
group. Two examples of manufacturing tolerances are the clearances
and the radii in the blade root section. Two examples of assembly
tolerances are the tightness of the swedged tenon and nicks caused
by hammering when assembling the blade to the disk. Stress concen
tration, elevated temperatures, and corrosion are variables which are
handled by approximation factors.






External sources of vibrations






Deviation of the theory from the real
world
Normally, each of the above
variables are relatively unimportant, but
must be considered in special
cases.
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Many assumptions have also been made which affect the accuracy of
this analysis. For the equations of motion for transverse and torsional







Bernoulli-Euler beam theory applies
The above assumptions are valid and have only a small influence on the
outcome of the stress calculations in most cases. The correction factor
for shear and rotary inertia effects for a rectangular beam, where
G=3E/8, and where the wave length is ten times larger that the depth,
is -1.7 percent. See reference [20]. At very high frequencies the
Bernoulli-Euler beam theory is not valid. The blades and covers are
under axial loads. These axial loads cause small changes in the natural
frequencies and mode shapes of the blade group. The changes in the
natural frequencies are handled by adjusting the blade root stiffness
factor.
The following are assumptions made which are directly
related to the
blade group:
o Right angles between the
blades and covers remain at right
angles.
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The mode shapes are based on undamped vibrations.
Longitudinal vibrations of the blades and covers are
negligible.
Manufacturing and assembly tolerances play a major role in the first
assumption. Since damping is very small, assumption two is correct.
Unless the vibrations are of a very high frequency, the third assumption
is valid.
The last set of assumptions pertains to the energy method used to
determine the amplitude of the forced vibrations. The assumptions
are:
Constant rotor speed
Identical blades and covers
Harmonic exciting force
Constant amplitude and phase angle of the exciting force along
the length of the blade
The input energy is completely dissipated by damping
Damping is a function of the lagarithmic decrement.
These assumptions have the biggest impact on the outcome of the calcu
lated stresses. The assumptions simplify an area which is normally
complicated and difficult to describe analytically- The assumptions are
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valid and the parameters related to the assumptions must be input with
experimentation, experience, and common sense.
Two simplifications of the blades have been incorporated which have
a small effect on the accuracy of the results.
1 . The length of the blade is selected to be from the top of the root
to the middle of the tenon .
2. The nonuniform blade is converted into a uniform beam. This
is accomplished by taking an average of the cross sections at the
different stations for the vibrational analysis. For the stress
calculations the actual cross section at the station is used.
From this discussion it is easy to see that the blade group problem is
complicated and has many variables. The errors are additive and
sub-
tractive. Due to the law of averages the total error is considerably less
than the sum of the individual errors.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS
1. A comprehensive analysis has been presented for three dimen
sional resonant vibrations and stresses in intermediate and
high pressure turbine blade groups. This procedure is inexpen
sive and is easy to apply.
The analysis is a fatigue stress approach using simple beam
theory and a dynamic stiffness matrix. This procedure is
capable of handling uncoupled and coupled vibrations of the
blade group.
2. Areas requiring technological development
have been identified.
These areas are:
o> Excitation of the blade group vibrations
Damping properties of the blade group
Material fatigue strength
Root modeling
3. Fatigue stresses are
compared with fatigue test data on a Goodman
diagram. The relationship between the
stress point and the failure
envelope defines the probability
of fatigue failure.
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4. For applications where the assumptions of the Bernoulli-Euler
beam theory are not validated, the calculated natural frequen
cies are very precise. Comparing this procedure's numerical
results with Rieger and McCallions [8] experimental results,
the largest percent difference for the first five tangential
natural frequencies is 1.2 percent.
5. The root stiffness factor is extremely important in correlating
the analytical model to the actual blade group.
6. At higher natural frequencies shear and rotary inertia effects
begin to decrease the accuracy of the described procedure.
7. The time objective of twenty hours to apply this fatigue stress
procedure has been accomplished.
8. This new procedure could be used in the design of new blade
groups, or for the analysis of failures of existing blade groups.
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VII RECOMMENDATIONS
1. The new design procedure described in this paper should
be used for the design and failure analysis of intermediate
and high pressure turbine blade groups. This procedure
should be used because of the following reasons:
o Fatigue stress approach
Easy to apply in twenty hours
e Inexpensive
Handles uncoupled and coupled vibrations
2. Technological development needs to be initiated in each of
the following areas to improve blade group reliability through
improved design parameters from precise experimental data.
e Excitation of the blade group vibrations
Damping properties of the blade group
e Material fatigue strength
Root modeling
3. This method of analysis needs to be applied to a variety of
blade groups so that confidence in this procedure may be
achieved through experience.
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4. An accurate record should be kept of the reliability of blade
groups to which this procedure has been applied.
5. This procedure needs to be compared to other methods of
analysis to determine which method is best for a particular
application.
6. This procedure should be expanded to include the capability
of handling exhaust blade groups and blade groups with tie
wires. Also transient vibrations should be included.
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QUE DF DRIVING FORCE
UDE DF DRIVING FORCE
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TORSIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA























































































SECTION MODULUS ABOUT Z-AXlS









TORSIONAL MOMENT OF INERTIA
POLC=,4310E"3
;ngth


























DO 48 1=1, L+2








































































































































DO lib l = l,tL+l')*10
152
2^1 . lib YBLBU) =YBLBC1)/VA, ^ % t






















































liil SoUS54=CL+l)*ll + l,22*L +n.ll
284. It (ZMQM(U)-ABSlZMO(H-U-l2j))9b,y5,9b
2B5. 9b ZMOM(U) =ABSIZMOU+J-12)J





( LOC TANG, STKESS')











300, DO 133 0=1, L+l










































2JiE-A3 *c$fT.Q+i , o
336.





1 1 4 * - T^E^Aiiii)il34'2,5'8HYi}u^H{'mB'slzt>*''*BuhAU+1)'




345, "CALL AXIS(3.,3,,8HZ (INCH) , 8 , 1 , , 180, , YBLAAU + 1 ) ,
34b. lYoLAAU + 2))












357. GO TO 89
358; C AA1AL VIBRATION
359. 27 Ib=3*L+3pp
360, DO 44 1=1, IB
361, DO 44 0=1, IB
302^ 44 Z(I>0)=Z(I+L+2,0+L+2)
303 ^KliEC108.128)
304, 128 FORMAT( 'AXIAL COORDlNATtS )
^







































398/ Ic=I + K t ^Sag*
8 CONTINUE
Hoi IKVB-AbS(YhO(K)))2b,10o,l0b
































































457. DO UB 1=1,(2L+1)*10
468. A1MGB(1)=ANGBU)/VA
-
459. 118 ZBLb(l)=Z6LBU)VVA ir, . ,r






406: DO 102 0=1, L+l
























- . . .
-WKITEU08.12DDMAX
D0 1 0 5
-









DO 108 1 = 1, (L+1)*U,U
1F(YMOM(05-ABSUMOU+0-I)))l07,108,10b
YMOM(0)=ABSUM0Ut0-l))- ' - - - -
504. 108 CONTINUE
505, 113 CONTINUE
506, DO 114 1 = CL + 1)*U + 1,22*L +U
507. XMOU)=XMO(l)/VA*DMAX
508. U4 CONTINUE
509. DO 109 J=12,22
510. XMOMCO)=0,
511. DO 110 I = (L + l)*ll + l,22*L+ll,U







(' LOC AXIAL STRESS')





* - - -




















539J K=(L+1)*U + 1
540: DO 139 Ual,L







54&: XBLAA(I +KJ=XBLU +N)
547. YBLAA(I +K)
=YBLUtN)













564, XbLAAU +2) =3,
565, YBLAA(I+1J30-
566, YBLAACI+2)a3!














579, YbL(I +2) =YBiJAAU +2)
580, CALL NEwPENU)




583. GO 10 69
584, 78 CONTINUE
621. SuBKOUTiNb U





























































675, DO 10 0=1, IB























































































752. Ab = <**Li + <J
754: Z(J^fK)=2UC-l,lC-l)-EC*BXC*YXL**3.*(rbXC/l-3XC
75b. Zlo,Ntl)=Z(AC-l,IC)
7bfa. 23 is = K + l
75 7. AB=4*L+b
758. Z(Ab,lB)=Z(IC-l,IC-l)
7b9. Du 48 0 = 1, lb
760. UO 48 K=l,lb
761. 48 Z(U;is)=Z(J.K)/Eb/BYB
7o2. UJ 24 0=2, lb
7b3. UO 25 i\=l,AB
764. Z(d,K)=ZU,U)
765. If C0-K-l)24,24,25
7 66. 2 5 CoN'i'lNUfc
707. 24 CONTINUE
768. RETURN , ,
7b9. C SUbKUuTANE TO F1NU COORDINATE
770. BUBHUUTlNb DE
771, COC=0.
772. DO /9 M=1,IB
773. DO 61 I=l,lb-1
774. 00 81 0=1, lb
775. 81 Zti(A,0)
=ZU,0)
77b. uO 82 J
= i ; At*








78 /, uo / / 0
= 1 , lb
788, II Zu(I,0)=ZU,J)
7 89. LO
























COUPLED RESONANT VIBRATIONS AND STRESSES
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DIMENSIONS ARE AN LBS; ANCHtS, SECONDS, RADAANS
12, C GRAVITATIONAL CONSTANT
--'-
T-*l m, !$B3~-,14T52-6#r ..,.
15,1 CI DUMBER OF'NQMLES PER '360 DEGREES
16, ,;i $N=156,''Pp-F''P':;
-*- -* - -
-p*p.,
17* ;CC SUHBKR OF BLADESVPER 360 DECREES









23, C STIMULUS - Z-DARECTION
24, ST1MZ=,1
25, C A-DIRECTION
27: C ANPLAXUUE OF DRAVING FORCE - Lb/BLD X-DlKECTAON
28, AMY'=238,
~ - - - - -
29, C AMPLITUDE OF DRIVING FORCE - LB/bLu Z-DlRECTIOlM
30, AfiZ=36,
- -- ----- -
...........
31, C AMPLITUDE OF DRIVING FORCE - LB/BLD A-DlRECTAON
U: c 8Slsii8IWME u " KAU/-C
















44 A&= 1 7 2 5
45: C MO00LUS OF ELASTICITY
46J Eb=30fE+06









51, C INERTIA ABOUT Z'-AXA5
52. BZB=,T207
~





50, 55 SECZBU) = .193l
57. Se.CZBUl)i0704















J C TORSIONAL WEIGHT MOMENT OF ANtRXlA
68. Xo63POL6*CB7lOf*D6
>










"ill C ACMqi5uLUS OF ELASTICITY












































































































TORSIONAL WEIGHT MOMENT Ot INERTIA
ToC=POLC*CC/10,*DC
' - - -
ROOT ATTACHMENT FACTORS - ABOUT THE AXIS
HY =b.E6 ,..











































*% C 3 ) = tlAC2 ) *AATp-*AVT) *XA ( 2 ) ) / ( XAU )




























































DO 79 MSI, IB
DO 81 I=1,AB-1






















FORnAX ( 'SYSTEM COORDINATES ' J
WRITE(108,7 6MCORCIJ,1 = I,L-U)
WRXXEUU8,76JC0R(L +2J
' * " ' "
WRITE (108,76) (COR t I ),A=L+3,2*L+3)
WRITE (108, 76 )( CORU),A = -2*L +4,-3*D +4)




CONVERTING COORDINATES ANXO PRAME COORDANATES
DO illal/Ltl
- - - - - - - .
CORP(A)=COR(I)*CO-COR(I+L+2)*SI
CORPU+2*Lt2)=COH(U*SItCORU+L+2)*CO

















-DO 41 1 =0,10









































*D0 6 0 = 1, L+l















































































































































































































DO 104 I = (L + 1)*1Q+ 1. (2*L +U*10
TBs(ZBLB(I)-T)**2,+TB

































































487, DO 137 J1,L41









^49 7, 137 CONTINUE
498. Kb(L+1)*11+1
499, DO 139 Oal, L
500, DO 140 130,10
501. . UAaA
502. XBL(I+K)aCB
# ^ . .
503. YBL(I +K)sCCUA/10.*YBL(K-L*U-l)
504. ZBL(I+K)aO,












51b. TsYBL(0)*0.5+XBL(0) B , ,
bl&: XBL(0)3YBLtO)*,866025-ZBL(J)
517. YBL(J)al






522. XbLAA(I + l)3*;3.
523. XBLAA(I+2)33,
524. YBLAA(IU)aO,
till CALLAAxii(2h34,2.5,8HY (INCH) ,-8 , 8. ,30. ,XBLAA(1*1)
526: ^AL^AXIS^.^.^HX (INCH) ,6 ,5. ,90, , YBLAA (1 + 1 ) ,

















































































DO 3 0 . .0 f 2 aL_J
l
l*BYB*YYB**3,*P3Y*SI**2,>EC*B*ZC*YZC**4.*A3*CC




















































DO 48 Kal, lb , ,
DO 25 K=1,1B
Z(0,K)=Z(K,0)
7 ,>. l , ' 10-u-l J21,24,25
7 p . /. _' Co.i'i I u lie
7 ; 3 . 2 4 Cl.iu UuUt.
7 >*. Rfc I UKim
7 >- 6 . c , , 0
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